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Abstract—Multi-core architectures have increased the power of parallelism by coupling many cores in a single chip. This becomes even more complex for developers to exploit the available parallelism in order to provide high performance scalable programs. To address these challenges, we propose the DSL-POPP (Domain-Specific Language for Pattern-Oriented Parallel Programming), which links the pattern-based approach in the programming interface as an alternative to reduce the effort of parallel software development, and achieve good performance in some applications. In this paper, the objective is to evaluate the usability and performance of the master/slave pattern and compare it to the Pthreads library. Moreover, experiments have shown that the master/slave interface of the DSL-POPP reduces up to 50% of the programming effort, without significantly affecting the performance.
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I. Introduction

Parallel programming has become inserted in the daily activities of software developers due to easy access to the multi-core architectures. However, its higher computational power achieved by coupling multiple processing elements on a single chip, increases complexity in parallelism exploitation. Thus requiring higher programming efforts to develop programs with good scalability and high performance.

Initially, the main interest of software designers was to provide flexible libraries. In recent years, the concern has also been to create high-level abstractions including flexibility issues without compromising the performance of the application. Therefore, the challenge is to evaluate the programming interface’s usability. This is not a simple task because it requires volunteers to perform the experiments, and becomes laborious for everyone involved [16].

Such challenges have already been targeted in many studies that propose some level of abstraction [17]. On the other hand, [14] proposed an environment to automatically evaluate the usability of parallel language constructions, which does not consider the programming effort. In this paper, we present the master/slave pattern-oriented interface of DSL-POPP for multi-core architectures in order to evaluate its performance and usability. The contributions are the following:

- We present the master/slave pattern interface of the DSL-POPP;
- We perform a usability experiment comparing the programming effort between DSL-POPP and Pthreads;
- We conduct a performance experiment using four different applications.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses related work; Section III presents the DSL-POPP in a nutshell; Section IV demonstrates the usability experiment; Section V describes the performance experiment; and finally, Section VI presents the conclusions.

II. Related Work

We consider Delite the first project to face the challenge of using DSLs as a programming environment for simplifying parallel programming. It generates parallel embedded DSLs for an application, whereas programmers implement domain-specific operations by extending the DSL framework [4]. The final result is a high performance DSL for a wider diversity of parallel architectures. In its interface implementation, Delite uses the Scala language. However, one disadvantage is that the lack of some features in the host language may restrict performance optimizations.

The concept of the algorithm skeleton was introduced by Murray Cole [6], who later proposed a skeleton-based programming environment called eSkel. Many libraries and frameworks emerged [8], allowing skeleton constructions in message passing and thread model scenarios. Other related approaches have emerged like the CO2P3S, which is a pattern-based parallel programming framework that creates pre-defined templates through a high-level interface [3], and the TBB (Thread Building Blocks) library that allows skeleton implementation in low-level operations [10]. Recently, the FastFlow template library [1] introduced a precise and optimized implementation of patterns for streaming applications and has proven to be faster than TBB, due to its advanced
parallelism implementation through techniques such as lock-free synchronization [2].

Yet, there are also programming models that are not pattern-based such as OpenMP [5], which have a set of pragma primitives designated to exploit loop parallelism in sequential programs. Charm++ is a parallel language based on the C++ syntax, parallelizing the execution through parallel objects and channel mechanisms [12]. Lastly, Cilk++ is a C language extension that provides keywords for spawn and synchronize threads, and loop parallelism [13]. The drawback of these specialized systems is that pattern-based implementations may require substantial work.

This research differs from these previous related works in it focuses on usability through a pattern-oriented interface, although it continues to focus on high performance and scalable programming. Also, this paper will evaluate the performance of parallel applications in multi-core architectures using statistical method, which differs of studies for performance prediction of parallel patterns [15].

III. DSL-POPP IN A NUTSHELL

The POPP model is a standard way to design algorithms capable of combining and nesting parallel patterns while remaining compliant with different high performance architectures. It is framed on top of pattern-based approaches, where these patterns are presented as routine, and the skeleton templates are code blocks. The nesting of patterns occurs when a pattern subroutine is called inside a code block, producing a hierarchical composition. Additionally, it is possible to have different pattern combinations, resulting in different variations from the source application and implying different parallelism behaviors [9]. However, in this paper we focus on the master/slave, demonstrating how it can be nested in order to achieve levels of parallelism. Therefore, we exemplify in Figure 1(a) its behavior using process illustrations to represent abstract parallelism.

The master is responsible for sending the computational tasks to all slaves. Then, once all tasks have been computed, results are sent back to the master to finalize the whole computation. In this pattern, both the POPP routine and the subroutines can implement their own master and slaves code blocks. For instance, a slave block may have as many slave processes as necessary running parallel, and nesting occurs when a slave or master code block calls a Master/Slave subroutine.

We named active processes those that are used to measure the performance, and control processes those that are only used to represent the skeleton behavior pattern. Through the processes labeled second level, we see the point from which levels of parallelism are achieved. In general, the control process coordinates the computation flow and does not perform significant computations (being CPU idle) while active processes are computing their tasks. For this reason, those processes are not used to measure the speed-up. The levels of parallelism can be achieved by calling subroutines from inside the slave block. Even though the execution sequence of the routines is not clearly defined in the example, the idea is that each one executes after the other has finished. In other words, using the example in Figure 1(b), slave block processes do not run parallel with the subroutine called on the master block, but they are on the same parallelism level.

The POPP model is built over the C language and standardized as follows: the specification of routines begins with “$” and code blocks with “@”. The pattern routine should be declared in a function followed by the return data type and its name. Code blocks should be used inside of the pattern routine, consisting of pure C code, and the skeleton communication occurs through predefined arguments. Also, the code declared inside each block is private and will not be accessible to other code blocks. In the current master/slave interface, in the master block only the buffer and its size have to be given, whereas in the slave block it is necessary to specify the number of threads, buffer, buffer size, and the load balancing policy (Listing 1).

```c
$MasterSlavePattern int func_name(){
  @Master(void *buffer, const int size){
    // full C code
  }
  @Slave(const int num_threads, void *buffer, const int size, const policy){
    // full C code
  }
}
```

Listing 1. Master/Slave programming interface.

In the runtime system, the master block creates as many threads as defined in the slave block and waits until all slave threads have finished their work. This is hidden from programmers, since thread creation occurs when the slave block starts and the synchronization is performed automatically at the end of the slave block. Moreover, at the end of a slave block, all slave threads send their work back to the master (using the buffer parametrized to the slave block) in order to allow it to merge all results. This communication procedure, and the load balancing are also hidden from developers.

In fact, slave threads receive their workloads according to the policy argument in the slave block. The implementation of
these policies is automatically generated by the pre-compiler system. Currently, we have only implemented an optimized version of the static load balancing (POPP STATIC), where the workload is uniformly divided by the number of threads, and the resulting chunks are then statically assigned to slave threads as they start their computations.

To use the programming interface, developers have to include the DSL-POPP library (poppLinux.h) in the source code and compile the program with the DSL-POPP compiler (popp). This library includes all routine definitions and code blocks. The compilation process of the source code is depicted in Figure 2. The source-to-source code transformation between DSL-POPP interface and C code is automatically done by the pre-compiler, which is also responsible for checking syntax and semantic errors. Then, the pre-compiler generates the C parallel code using the Pthreads library based on the parallel pattern used. Finally, we use the GNU C compiler to generate binary code for the target platform.

![Compiler overview](image)

**Fig. 2.** Compiler overview.

A. Matrix Multiplication Example

DSL-POPP can be used to design different parallel algorithms [9]. However, we chose the classic matrix multiplication algorithm to illustrate how programmers have to parallelize it to perform the usability experiment. This application consists of some auxiliary functions to load and print the matrix as well as measure the execution time. We intend to present in details only the main parts of the application, since the focus relies on Matrix Multiplication (MM), which has to be implemented with Pthreads (Listing 2) and DSL-POPP (Listing 3).

```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include "poppLinux.h"
#define MX 1000 // matrix size
long int num_threads = 2;
long int matrix1[MX][MX], matrix2[MX][MX],
matrix[MX][MX];
double timer() { /* return the time in seconds */
    7void attr_val(long int **matrix, long int **matrix1, long int **matrix2)
    8void printMatrix(long int **matrix) { /* prints a matrix */
    9void *Thread(void *th_id){
        long int id = (long int*) th_id;
        long int i, j, k, end;
        end = (id*(MX/num_threads))+(MX/num_threads);
        if(id==num_threads-1)
            end = MX;
        for(i=id*(MX/num_threads); i<end; i++)
            for(j=0; j<MX; j++)
                for(k=0; k<MX; k++)
                    matrix[i][j] += (matrix1[i][k] * matrix2[k][j]);
    }
    10 main()
    11 double t_start, t_end;
    12 void *Status;
    13 t_start = timer();
    14 attr_val(matrix, matrix1, matrix2);
    15 t_end = timer();
    16 printf("EXECUTION TIME: %lf seconds\n", t_end-t_start);
    17 printMatrix(matrix);

Listing 2. MM implemented with Pthreads.
```

As can be observed, we used a very simple strategy to parallelize the MM with Pthreads. The `main` function is responsible for creating auxiliary threads (lines 28 - 31), which will perform the MM in parallel (lines 15 - 18). Therefore, each thread performs the MM on a sub-matrix. The sub-matrix is obtained by dividing the number of rows of the resulting matrix by the number of threads. We used the thread ID to select a different sub-matrix for each thread, avoiding the use of synchronization mechanisms (lines 12 - 14).

```c
#include <stdio.h>
2#include "poppLinux.h"
3#define MX 1000 // matrix size
4long int num_threads = 2;
5long int matrix1[MX][MX], matrix2[MX][MX],
matrix[MX][MX];
6double timer() { /* return the time in seconds */
7void attr_val(long int **matrix, long int **matrix1, long int **matrix2)
8void printMatrix(long int **matrix) { /* prints a matrix */
9void *Thread(void *th_id){
10 long int id = (long int*) th_id;
11 long int i, j, k, end;
12 end = (id*(MX/num_threads))+(MX/num_threads);
13 if(id==num_threads-1)
14    end = MX;
15 for(i=id*(MX/num_threads); i<end; i++)
16    for(j=0; j<MX; j++)
17    for(k=0; k<MX; k++)
18        matrix[i][j] += (matrix1[i][k] * matrix2[k][j]);
19    pthread_exit(NULL);
20}
21 int main()
22 double t_start, t_end;
23 pthread_T th[num_threads];
24 void *Status;
25 t_start = timer();
26 attr_val(matrix, matrix1, matrix2);
27 int T;
28 for(i=0; i<num_threads; i++)
29    pthread_create(&th[i], NULL, &Thread, (void *) i);
30 for(i=0; i<num_threads; i++)
31    pthread_join(&th[i], &Status);
32 t_end = timer();
33 printf("EXECUTION TIME: %lf seconds\n", t_end-t_start);
34 printMatrix(matrix);
35}

Listing 3. MM implemented with DSL-POPP.
```
The corresponding DSL-POPP version of the MM is presented in Listing 3. The main routine is composed of a master block (line 9) and a slave block (line 14). The master block does not contribute to the whole parallel computation, since it starts the computation, joins the results of each slave threads, and creates the slaves and waits for them to finish so that it is automatically performed by the pre-compiler. The slave block contains the sequential code of the MM which will be split among independent slave workers (threads).

It is possible to notice that DSL-POPP considerably reduces the amount of code necessary to parallelize the application. Additionally, developers do not have to worry about how to split the work. To evaluate how this will impact the programming effort, we performed a usability experiment using this application in the next section.

IV. USABILITY EVALUATION

In this experiment, we only considered the time spent (in minutes) to implement the parallel solution, using it as the metric to evaluate the programming effort when using DSL-POPP compared to Pthreads. In order to do so, we invited M.Sc. and Ph.D. students in Computer Science and asked them to parallelize the matrix multiplication with these approaches. Then, we performed an analysis using the hypothesis statistical test, making the assumption of a null hypothesis \(H_0\) that will be rejected or not. We used 95% reliability and the significance level (max probability to reject the \(H_0\) adopted was 5%. This means that to reject the \(H_0\) result has to be less than 0.05 (this value is called p-value in the literature) [7]. The hypotheses are formalized as follows:

1) **Null hypothesis** \(H_0\): the effort in parallel programming with Pthreads is equal to the effort using DSL-POPP (Pthreads = DSL-POPP).

2) **Alternative hypothesis** \(H_1\): the effort in parallel programming with Pthreads is greater than DSL-POPP approach (Pthreads > DSL-POPP).

We invited students to answer a questionnaire to evaluate their previous knowledge (the options were: none, low, medium, and high). Based on this questionnaire, we removed the students that did not have the required skills (knowledge in C language, parallel programming and Linux platform). Thus, we split the remaining 20 participants into two groups with equal knowledge. Group 1 parallelized the problem with the DSL-POPP first and then with Pthreads. Group 2 parallelized the same problem but in the reverse order.

In order to avoid external influences, the experiment was carried out in a controlled environment (laboratory), where participants only had access to a user manual (previously reviewed by another researcher) and the original sequential code. Each participant used a desktop machine with Ubuntu Linux installed and no Internet access was allowed. All students had to achieve correct parallel implementations with performance above a minimum threshold (of at least 90% of the linear speedup with two threads) for the experiment to be considered completed.

Table I presents the results obtained from the effort evaluation. For each participant, we present his/her previous experience with Pthreads (taken from the questionnaire) and the time spent to implement the problem using the DSL-POPP and Pthreads. Therefore, it is important to highlight that all participants had never developed applications with the DSL-POPP and most of them had already developed parallel applications with Pthreads. The results demonstrate that the DSL-POPP demands less work from the developers. An exception was found in Group 1 (ID=1), which parallelized the problem faster with Pthreads than with DSL-POPP. This is due to two factors: (i) the participant had already implemented a matrix multiplication with Pthreads and (ii) he had significant experience in developing applications with Pthreads.

We used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) to analyze the obtained results. The analysis showed a significantly higher level of effort to program with Pthreads than with DSL-POPP. The average time spent to implement the parallel version of the matrix multiplication was 51.45 minutes with Pthreads (the 95% confidence interval was 42.98 to 59.92 minutes) whereas it was 20.70 minutes for the average with DSL-POPP (the 95% confidence interval was 17.59 to 23.81).

For the hypothesis test, there are basically two statistical tests that can be applied: parametric and nonparametric. The parametric test normally requires distributed data and homogeneity of variance. However, the time spent to implement the solution with Pthreads did not follow a normal distribution, thus indicating a non-parametric test. Due to that, we used the Wilcoxon approach for paired sample tests [7]. This hypothesis test is based on the differences between the scores of the two approaches, ranking them positively and negatively. The results are shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative Ranks</th>
<th>Positive Ranks</th>
<th>Ties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (a) Pthreads</td>
<td>19 (b) DSL-POPP</td>
<td>0 (c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ T = 20 \]

\[ Z = -3.771^* \]

\[ \text{Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)} = 0.0 \]

*Based on negative ranks.

We noticed that only one negative rank was found in the statistical test. This means that Pthreads require more effort than DSL-POPP ((b) Pthreads > DSL-POPP). In order to confirm whether the effort is significantly different between these approaches, we used the significance level (Sig.), which must be less than 0.05 [7]. The SPSS returned the result shown at the bottom (Wilcoxon test) of Table II, concluding that the effort is significantly different. Thus, we can reject the null hypothesis \(H_0\) and based on the mean results, we can accept the alternative hypothesis \(H_1\), which states that the effort in
parallel programming with Pthreads is greater than with DSL-POPP.

V. PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS

This experiment seek to evaluate the performance in order to identify whether there are significant performance differences between DSL-POPP and Pthreads. The metric associated with this experiment is the execution time, which is used to calculate the speed-up and compare the performance results. The hypotheses for this experiment are the follows:

1) **Null hypothesis** ($H_0$): the performance of the algorithms implemented with Pthreads is equal to the implemented using DSL-POPP (Pthreads = DSL-POPP).

2) **Alternative hypothesis** ($H_1$): the performance of the algorithms implemented with Pthreads is significantly different than implemented with DSL-POPP (Pthreads $\neq$ DSL-POPP).

The performance tests were carried out on a machine running Ubuntu-Linux-12.04-server-64bits and the architecture was composed of Intel Xeon X3470 (2.93GHz), 8GB of main memory, and 2TB of disk. We chose four well-known algorithms from the literature to be parallelized by one volunteer from the usability experiment. This programmer implemented these algorithms with Pthreads and DSL-POPP, and we certified that the output result was the same as the sequential version in order to guarantee the parallelization correctness. Also, for each sample we performed 40 random executions to measure/compare the performance and efficiency.

Therefore, the first program Estimates an Integral (EI) over a domain of two dimensions using an averaging technique. The second is a Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulation algorithm. The other application sets up a dense Matrix Multiplication (MM), and the last application counts the Prime Numbers (PN) between 1 to N. We used the SLOCCCount tool [18] to present an overview of the physical source lines of code and the development effort for this application. The results are presented in Table III. As can be seen, the estimate of this tool demonstrates that the programmer used more lines of code and the development effort was probably more expensive than with DSL-POPP.

It is important to highlight that this tool is not equivalent to the usability experiment because it does not effectively evaluate human interaction. Additionally, it does not consider some parallel programming issues, for example, the programmers have to find the pieces of code that can/must be parallelized, study how to split the computation, how to communicate, and how to perform synchronization. Due to this, it only gives an overview of the development effort to show some trends. For example, applying this test over the matrix multiplication application used in the usability experiment, it estimates a development effort for the sequential version of (52 SLOC) 80.18 hours, for DSL-POPP (59 SLOC) 87.36 hours, and with Pthreads (73 SLOC) 109.30 hours.

The performance and efficiency of these applications are presented in the graphs of the Figure 3. The EI, MD, and

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1: DSL-POPP $\rightarrow$ Pthreads</th>
<th>Group 2: Pthreads $\rightarrow$ DSL-POPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID</strong></td>
<td><strong>Experience</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Lines of Code (SLOC)</th>
<th>Development Effort Estimate (Min.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>App.</td>
<td>Ori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 3. Speed-up and Efficiency.
MM achieved ideal speed-ups until 4 threads. However, with 6 and 8 threads they have performance losses due to the use of logical cores. As expected, the PN does not achieve good performance over the other applications, because the algorithm is not embarrassingly parallel. Finally, both speed-up and efficiency presents similar results between DSL-POPP and Pthreads implementations.

Even though it seems there are no significant performance differences according to the graphs of speed-up and efficiency, we performed a significance (Sig) test using the SPSS tool. It was performed with 95% reliability (the probability to reject the $H_0$ is 5%) over the 40 execution time of each sample so that the Sig. must be $< 0.05$ for reject the $H_0$. The place where the statistics test indicates significant performance differences are in bold (Table IV), thus in these particular cases $H_0$ is rejected. Overall, all performance tests of MM application presented results without significant differences admitting 95% reliability, which is considered one of the most accurate statistic evaluations for software usability [11].

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>EI</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>PN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusions

This paper presented a performance and usability evaluation of a pattern-oriented interface for multi-core architectures. It was performed using software experiments and statistical analysis, whose results demonstrated that the master/slave pattern interface of the DSL-POPP requires less programming effort than Pthreads in the parallelization of a matrix multiplication algorithm. Additionally, we demonstrated that the performance is not significantly affected in four applications, and we discuss the development effort estimated by the SLOCCount tool in order to demonstrate some programming effort trends in these applications.

The comparative analysis with Pthreads library was performed because it is used to implement parallel code generation. Hence, we could see the efficiency of the DSL-POPP for usability and performance issues. However in the future, we intend to evaluate the impact of the parallel programming efforts in applications that can exploit the nested pattern ability, and repeat these experiments for other pattern interfaces available in the DSL-POPP. Also, we plan to compare the performance and usability with other programming interfaces that are not pattern-oriented, such as OpenMP and Cilk.
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